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By Professor Jean Grondin

Mohr Siebeck, Germany, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: German,English . Brand New
Book. English summary: What would philosophy be without religion? It certainly emerged out of
religion since the idea of a cosmos governed by reason was a religious tenet before it became the
silent thread of the philosophical quest for truth. It implied the evidence of a purpose of life which
philosophy also took up as it tried to offer a form of wisdom. The best philosophers were acutely
aware that the wisdom of religion preceded philosophy. This is why their endeavors always relied
on a thought-out philosophy of religion which has been forgotten today and whose main strands
are recapitulated by Jean Grondin. It remains true to this day: religion offers the strongest, the most
believed and discussed answers to the question of the meaning and purpose of human life, and it
does so with infinitely more effect than any philosophy. This book calls attention to this philosophy
of religion, i.e. the philosophy and meaningful experience of Being that religion offers to thinking.
German description: Was ware die Philosophie ohne die Religion? Sie ist sicherlich aus ihr
entstanden, denn die Idee eines von wohlwollenden Machten oder mit Vernunft...
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A top quality ebook and the font used was fascinating to read through. It is writter in easy terms and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably easy
way in fact it is simply after i finished reading through this publication through which actually altered me, alter the way i believe.
-- Rober to B lock-- Rober to B lock

This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Sha yne Schneider-- Sha yne Schneider
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